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● 42 deployment locations
● Near 100% perimeter coverage*
● 100% packet inspection

High-Touch Server Hardware Deployment
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ESnet6 High-Touch Platform Field Deployment

ESnet6 Core 
Router

FPGA Servers 
(2 per hub site)

AMD Xilinx Alveo 
U280 FPGA

(1 per server)
2x100G x2

*NB: Certain ports are omitted due to security sensitivities.



High-Touch Server Hardware Deployment
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ESnet6 High-Touch System Deployment

ESnet6 Core 
Router

FPGA Servers 
(2 per hub site)

AMD Xilinx Alveo 
U280 FPGA

(1 per server)
2x100G x2

ESnet6 Core 
Router

FPGA Servers 
(2 per hub site)

AMD Xilinx Alveo 
U280 FPGA

(1 per server)
2x100G x2

ESnet6 Core 
Router

FPGA Servers 
(2 per hub site)

AMD Xilinx Alveo 
U280 FPGA

(1 per server)
2x100G x2

High-Touch Platform

● Router packet mirroring with (128 byte) packet 
truncation at line rate

● FPGA accelerated data reduction that can process 
up to 300Mpps

● FPGA 1ns accuracy time stamping
● Kafka based 24/7 streaming central database 

(data lake)
● PCAP capture of any subset of flows

High-Touch Data Lake

● 2PB Fast SSD + CEPH
● Column-oriented (SQL) database  

(ClickHouse)
● Built to handle trillions of rows, 

petabytes of data
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Flexibility in Tool Selection 

SQL CLI

Jupyter Lab / Pandas

Grafana / Stardust

Wireshark

Y. Kumar at el
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Internet Background Radiation

Y. Kumar at el

Organization 
name

# of IPs used 
to probe

All the ports that accept a TCP-SYN and return a SYNACK

All the dst ports that get a SYN and no further packets
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Network Audits - Martians

Y. Kumar at el

Bogon filtering 
at work!

Why do we have 
“documentation” 
(e.g., TEST-NET) 
addresses?
● SONIC - Open 

Source 
Switches

● Docker - Data 
Center Auto 
Config
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LHCONE Traffic - CRIC Audit

WLCG CRIC
Database for 

LHCONE prefixes
(wlcg-cric.cern.ch)

ESnet High-Touch 
Data lake

JSON 
Query

[]
Should be empty set

SQL 
Query

Select * 
NOT in JSON

Y. Kumar at el



Network Planning - Flow Volumes 
SELECT * WHERE peak_rate > 10gbps AND duration > 10secs ORDER BY rate

Primarily perfSONAR 
transfers

*NB: Findings based on flow analysis on a single 24hr-period dataset, further investigation is needed to quantify the finding.8

Observation
●                        traffic appears 

to be the primary contributor 
of “large” flows in this 
dataset.

Supposition*
● Large data movement tools (e.g., 

Globus, etc) utilize massively 
parallel small flows to reduce the 
impact of packet loss.

Y. Kumar at el



Trend Analysis / (Peak) Capacity Planning
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● High-Touch data is exported 
into existing measurement 
systems (i.e., Stardust), 
allow us to leverage existing 
analysis, but with much 
higher fidelity

Analysis (for a single 
router, atla-cr6) using 
hourly aggregates, shows 
that 17:00 UTC and 
Fridays are peak demand 
times.

M. Haberman at el
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ML - Clustering / Self Similarity / Prediction

Y. Kumar at elO. Gungor, T. Rosing

Observation
● We are seeing consistent auto clustering 

over the 24-hr (12 billion) flow data set.

Implications
● We can do capacity planning and prediction without worrying about wild fluctuations.
● We can automate exception/anomaly detection.



Summary

1. What problem are we solving? 
Gaining a complete understanding of high-speed network traffic, leading to improved 

performance and reliability for science workflows.

2. How is what we are doing different from what is done today? 
A combination of programmable hardware and software enables custom collection and 

analysis.

3. How does this benefit the user community? 
It helps network and security engineers troubleshoot issues and investigate anomalies, 

resulting in improved service.

4. How can the user community get involved? 
Send email to: hightouch@es.net
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Questions...


